
The All-New Hyundai

STARIA





For a clean break with the past, STARIA designers adopted the one curve gesture to advance MPV design in an 
entirely new direction. Radiating simplicity and high-tech elegance, the futuristic silhouette provides clues to 
STARIA’s cutting-edge technologies that make driving safer, more comfortable, and more convenient than ever 
before. STARIA Premium does more than establish a new design aesthetic: it rede|nes the luxury MPV segment to 
stand in a class of its own.

Design in a new direction

Full LED headlamps / Tinted brass chrome

Parametric pixel lights / Tinted brass chrome 18″ tinted brass alloy wheels
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Speci|cation DimensionsAlloy Wheel

Exterior colors Interior colors

Creamy White Graphite Gray Shimmering Silver Abyss Black Nappa Leather
(Lounge)

Genuine & Arti|cial Leather
(Premium & Deluxe)

STARIA Lounge
18″ tinted brass

STARIA Premium 
and Deluxe 18″ 

Width: 1,997mm

Lenght: 5,253mm

Height: 1,990mm

Width: 1,997mm

Height: 1,990mm
Engine model

Engine type

Transmission

Displacement

Max. power

Max. torque

Fuel consumption

Fuel tank

Tire

Empty vehicle weight

Gross vehicle weight

Minimum ground clearance 

2.2 liter, Diesel

R 2.2 VGT

8 speed automatic

2,199

177

44 / 1,500 ~ 2,500

9.6

6.5

7.6

75

Alloy Wheel 18 Inch

2,345

3,010

186

Urban

Extra urban

Combination

Liter/100km

Liter/100km

Liter/100km

L

kg

kg

mm

ps

kg.m / rpm



Upgrade to executive class with the luxuriously appointed 7-seater, 
and the miles will just }y by. The Premium relaxation seats are designed 
to relieve the pressure points of a conventional seat, so you feel as 
if you’re seated in your favorite recliner in your living room.

STARIA Lounge

7Seater







From the moment you |rst lay eyes on STARIA, you know it stands in a class of its own. It‘s not imitative or derivative 
but a truly original creation—the product of inspired design. Inside, you’re greeted by a spacious, wide-open cabin 
that }ourishes with premium touches like the digital gauge cluster and elegant materials that feel so soft to the touch 
and are always easy on the eyes.

In a class of its own.

18″ alloy wheels Parametric pixel lights (LED rear combination lamp)





The STARIA 11-seater offers limitless possibilities and is perfect for both short
and long excursions. There’s ample legroom, shoulder room, and headroom, plus
multiple USB charging ports on board to keep everyone happy during the trip.

STARIA Premium & Deluxe

11 Seater



/Inside /Inside
Hyundai Smartsense

Lane Following Assist (LFA)

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA) Parking Distance WarningSmart Cruise Control (SCC)

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA) Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)

Tire Pressure Monitor



/Inside
STARIA Lounge STARIA DeluxeSTARIA Premium

Full LED headlamps LED headlamps LED headlampsTinted brass chrome bumper Grille with headlamp Grille with headlamp

10.25″ cluster 10.25″ cluster Air-con }ow Air-con }ow10.25″ clusterWalk-in device

Flush glass Flush glassPanoramic sunroof Panoramic sunroof USB outlets at all seats2nd row roof Air-con controller 

360 view monitor 360 view monitor 360 view monitorE-Shift 8 speed automatic 8 speed automatic 8 speed automatic

8″ display audio Bose Speaker Full-auto air conditioning system One small seat & Cup holder One small seat & Cup holderFront roof with pocket

Smart tailgate Smart tailgate Full-auto air conditioning system1st-row ventilated seats 1st-row ventilated seats2nd-row ventilated seats


